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NEW AUDIENCE ADEPT RESPONSE
POWER DISTRIBUTION CENTERS
SHIPPING TO AUDIO/VIDEO SPECIALISTS
-- Flagship Design Provides Impeccable Power Distribution -San Marcos, CA, October 19, 2007 – Audience, LLC, an award-winning designer and
manufacturer of high-resolution audio cables and power conditioning products, today
announced the addition of a high resolution power distribution center to its Adept
Response line of power products.

The new Adept Response PDC (power distribution center) was developed by Audience in
conjunction with Chris Koster, the US Naim distributor. Chris and Audience worked
together to develop the highest resolution possible in a power distribution center that
would be compatible with Naim components. The aR6 PDC has no filtration
components; breaker and surge suppression are optional. At the same time the aR6 PDC
is an excellent power distribution center, without any power conditioning, for most other
brands as well.
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Like other Audience Adept Response power conditioning products, the new aR6 PDC is
an all out attempt at making the very best in a high resolution power distribution center.

The Adept Response PDC is designed to present the lowest possible impedance power
path. The Adept Response PDC features many benefits that are unique to the category,
including:
-

hand-wired 10 gauge equivalent power wire with no printed circuit boards

-

ultra high connectivity welded buss bar harness design

-

complete circuit cryogenically treated

-

non-resonant physical construction

-

award-winning powerChord from Audience included

-

made for all countries.

The new Adept Response PDC (MAP: $2,000 or $1,500 without powerChord) is a truly
unique and special system solution for high-resolution performance for both home theater
and two-channel applications. As a result, end-users experience state-of-the-art
audio/video high-resolution performance from their home entertainment systems.
Dimensions: 10.5”W x 4.75”H x 8.25” D
###
John McDonald and the late Richard Smith formed Audience, LLC in 1997. Since then,
the company has become one of the most respected producers of high-performance,
audiophile grade cables, powerChords, Adept Response Power Conditioners, Auricap and
Aura-Teflon capacitors, and Auric Illuminator resolution enhancement treatment for
optical discs. For further information, visit www.audience-av.com.
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